
A few minutes later, as you walk out the door, still jobless, you sure
wish you could find some alternate universe where you had paid more
attention to the workbook assignments in that intro class.

Good Journalism Is Still Good Journalism.

With the advent of a new medium like the Internet, it certainly seemed
reasonable a few years ago for media writers and editors to assume that
a brand-new, fresh writing style might develop that catered to the mil-
lions who get their news and information from this new technology.
But what writers who work in new media have found is that while writ-
ing for the Internet can make special demands, especially in terms of
reporting skills, it also relies heavily on the same fundamentals of good
writing that you’ve seen throughout this text. You can see this for your-
self by performing a simple Web search through a search engine such as
Google. Look for writing advice for Web writers, and you’ll see site
after site offering advice on how to best communicate in this new
medium. The advice looks something like this:

� Write concisely.

� Abandon fluff and overblown adjectives.

� Expect readers to scan your material.

� Get the important part into the story first because readers are
unlikely to scroll through a long story to get to the ending.

� Use headlines, subheads and lists.

In other words, write like a journalist. Employ the inverted pyramid
format. Avoid repetition. Write with clarity.

Much of the advice you’ll find is aimed at a large Web constituency:
businesses. The business world has become encumbered with a dense,
jargon-laden form of communication that does very little actual com-
municating, but makes the writer seem very intelligent. That is, if you
measure intelligence by the number of syllables and unfamiliar words
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he manager seems impressed as the interview session comes to a
close. You’ve presented yourself well, and your portfolio of traditional
media work is solid—you know you certainly spent time in building
those skills in college.

Then the manager says: “Listen, you definitely have the skills to
work here, but there is a slight problem—we aren’t going to have any-
thing open in your area for at least six months.”

You feel the sigh rising from your chest.
“But,” the manager adds after a long pause, “we do have an open-

ing right now for someone to write on our Web page. I didn’t see any
work in your portfolio for the Web. Do you think you can handle this
position? Are you familiar with HTML? Can you get all the linking
done for us?”

Think. Think. You covered this topic in your introductory media
writing class, but you’re foggy about that now, since it didn’t really
seem all that important. What did your professor tell you about writ-
ing for the Web? Linking, what does she mean by that? And what
does HTML mean? “Hey, Tomorrow, Maybe Later?” “Have Tuna,
Make Lunch”?
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into someone else’s body, and that per-
son’s brain will be implanted in yours.
Tomorrow, one of the two will be tor-
tured. If you had a choice, which would
you want tortured: the other body with
the transplanted brain, or your present
body with the other person’s brain?

Your answer will depend on whether
you think the self is embodied in the
body, or is mainly in the brain.

Imagine that you’ve been fatally
injured in a car wreck and your doctor
offers to implant your brain in another
perfectly healthy body. When you
wake up from the operation, who will
you be? Yourself, with a new body? Or
the person whose body you inhabit—
with memories of being someone else?

Or this about this: You are told that
tonight your brain will be transplanted




